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Abstract
During the last decades, due to its incidence, infertility became a focus of
study. Nowadays, it is estimated to affect between 8 and 12% of reproductiveage couples worldwide. Advanced maternal age and increased body mass
index (BMI) were recognized as main factors responsible for the observed
trend. However, it is still not clear which mechanisms underlie such evidence
and whether the two factors interact. In this work, we combined data from
serum hormone levels, follicular fluid biomarkers levels, patients’ intrinsic
characteristics and IVF outcome from 225 patients enrolled in IVF cycles.
Data were statistically analyzed, which naturally grouped patients into 4
different clusters, distinguishable by BMI and age. Here, we noted the impact
of age mainly on follicular fluid biomarkers of oxidative status and of BMI on
inflammation. A retrospective second analysis, based on the clusters resulted
from the first one, included data from 904 IVF cycles, and the results confirmed
the impact of age and obesity on IVF outcome. A logistic model revealed that
unsuccess risk (defined as failure to achieve pregnancy after fresh embryo
transfer) is 2.2 higher in older women (>35 years old), and 2.3 higher in obese
women. There was no interaction effect between BMI and age, being the effects
cumulative. Thus, although age cannot be changed, weight loss by itself may
improve reproductive potential. Here, we confirm and reinforce the importance
of maternal age and BMI for infertility and provide an up-to-date overview about
the impact of these factors on female fertility.
Keywords: Fertility; Follicular fluid; Body Mass Index (BMI); Age; Assisted
Reproductive Techniques

Abbreviations
PCOS: Polycystic Ovary Syndrome; ART: Assisted Reproductive
Technologies; BMI: Body Mass Index; E2: Estradiol; LH: Luteinizing
Hormone; FSH: Follicle Stimulating Hormone; AMH: Anti-Müllerian
Hormone; FF: Follicular Fluid; GCs: Granulosa Cells; IVF: In vitro
Fertilization; CCO: Corona-Cumulus-Oocyte Complexes; FET:
Fresh Embryo Transfer; ICSI: Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection;
βhCG: Human Chorionic Gonadotropin; CRP: C-Reactive Protein;
TAS: Total Antioxidant Status; SOD: Superoxide Dismutase; AOPPs:
Advanced Oxidation Protein Products; TH: Total Hydroperoxides

Introduction
Infertility (and subfertility) is a global public health problem,
estimated to affect between 8 and 12% of reproductive-aged couples
worldwide [1,2], reaching almost 30% in the populations with higher
prevalence [3]. The time of unwanted non-conception, female age
and disease-related infertility are three major factors that influence
the spontaneous conception [4,5]. Infertility can affect one or both
elements of the couple [6]. Premature ovarian insufficiency/failure,
polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), endometriosis, uterine fibroids
and endometrial polyps are the most common causes of female
infertility [6].
Despite

enormous

advances

in
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Assisted

Reproductive

Technologies (ART), the success rates remain relatively low. Whereas
much has been published about nonmodifiable risk factors associated
with assisted reproductive outcome, such as female age and genetic
factors [6,7], less attention has been devoted to modifiable behavioural
risk factors that may also influence assisted reproductive outcome,
such as smoking habits and Body Mass Index (BMI). Estradiol (E2),
Luteinizing Hormone (LH), Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH) and,
more recently, Anti-Müllerian Hormone (AMH) [8,9] are routinely
measured to estimate female ovarian reserve and ovarian stimulation
response, in order to program the more suitable stimulation protocol
in ART. However, such measurements do not provide information
about the oocyte potential to generate a good quality embryo, capable
to implant and deliver a healthy new-born.
Follicular Fluid (FF) composition results from the contribution
of blood plasma constituents, that cross the blood follicular barrier,
and from Granulosa Cells (GCs) secretory activity [10]. Since FF
provides the microenvironment for oocytes development [11-13], it
represents an optimal source of non-invasive biochemical predictors
of reproductive potential. Any dysregulation in FF composition can
alter ovarian follicular dynamics and, thus, impair oocyte quality and
fertility. Although the research in this area has progressed towards a
more complex type of molecular analysis, no FF reliable biochemical
predictors of oocyte quality have been determined so far, nor the
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main factors affecting FF composition.
In this work, we studied the routine parameters evaluated in
the laboratory (E2, FSH, LH and AMH) together with biochemical
parameters associated with antioxidant status and inflammatory
response in FF. The main objective of this research study was to
define groups with similar subjects, with respect to clinical and
biochemical parameters by performing a cluster analysis. Therefore,
we performed a statistical analysis to group similar observations into
a number of clusters based on the observed values for each individual.
Subsequently, i) a cluster analysis was performed using all the
patient’s intrinsic, plasmatic and follicular fluid variables measured
and ii) based on the cluster analysis results, we evaluated the clinical
significance of the findings on ART outcome. This is an observational
study with a retrospective analysis of past data.

Material and Methods
Patient recruitment
This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Hospital
(Centro Hospitalar de Vila Nova de Gaia/Espinho, E.P.E) and by
the National Data Protection Commission (authorization number
526/2017).
It was conducted in two samples (Group A and Group B) of
women undergoing IVF at the Human Assisted Reproduction Unit
Dra. Ingeborg Chaves, Centro Hospitalar de Vila Nova de Gaia/
Espinho, Portugal. Since the patients included in this study were
enrolled in IVF at a Portuguese public hospital, due to the law, the
maximum age allowed to be engaged in in vitro techniques was 40
years (excluded). Also, patients who underwent dual stimulation or
fertility preservation cycles were excluded.
Group A consists of 225 patients enrolled in IVF cycles from
March to December 2018. All female patients provided a written
consent for the collection of their follicular fluid and cycle-related
data, before entering the study.
Group B was used as a retrospective analysis of data belonging to
904 IVF cycles performed between January 2016 and August 2018.
As a result, there were some patients that were common to both
groups A and B.
Controlled
sampling

ovarian

stimulation

and

follicular

fluid

Ovarian stimulation was performed accordingly to clinical
evaluation. The dosage of gonadotrophins was based on the patient’s
age, BMI, clinical history, early follicular phase serum AMH levels
and antral follicle count. Follicular maturation was accessed by serial
transvaginal ultrasound scan and estradiol measurements. When the
follicles reached the appropriate number and size, final maturation
was induced, and oocyte retrieval was performed transvaginally
under ultrasound guidance and intravenous sedation.
During oocyte aspiration, FF was collected into tubes and emptied
into petri dishes. Then, the aspirated fluid was examined under
a stereomicroscope and an embryologist identified, isolated, and
collected the Corona-Cumulus-Oocyte complexes (CCO) for IVF.
Thereafter, the remaining FF was transferred to 50mL polypropylene
tubes. FF that presented obvious blood contamination was rejected.
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These tubes were then kept at 37°C for a maximum of 2 hours and
transported to the laboratory for sample processing. FF samples
were centrifuged at 300g, for 10 min at 21°C and the supernatants
were filtered (using 0.45µm filters), aliquoted and kept at -80°C until
further analysis.
Evaluation of fertilization, embryo quality and IVF outcome
Approximately 18h after insemination (classical IVF or
Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection - ICSI) the embryologist checked
for the presence of two pronucleus, to confirm oocyte fertilization.
Embryo development was evaluated accordingly to cell number, size
and presence of fragments or other structures.
Embryo transfer (1 or 2 embryos) occurred on day 3 or 5 of
development. For this study, the number of good quality embryos
corresponded to the number of transferred plus cryopreserved
embryos. When Fresh Embryo Transfer (FET) was performed,
16 days after oocyte pick-up the patient performed a blood test
to measure human Chorionic Gonadotropin (βhCG) to confirm
pregnancy. After additional 15 days, the presence of an embryonic
sack was confirmed by echography. After birth, delivery data were
also recorded.
Serum and follicular fluid measurements
Early follicular phase serum LH, FSH, E2 and AMH were
measured in the hospital laboratory. Concerning follicular fluid,
quantification of C-reactive protein (CRP), Total Antioxidant
Status (TAS), Superoxide Dismutase (SOD) and Glutathione were
performed automatically using Randox commercial kits, following
manufactures’ instructions. Advanced Oxidation Protein products
(AOPPs) and Total Hydroperoxides (TH) were measured using inhouse spectrophotometry methods.
Retrospective analysis
To explore the clinical relevance of the groups that resulted from
the cluster analysis, the data from 904 cycles from January 2016
to August 2018 were collected from FileMaker Pro 4.0 database.
The collected data included basal serum FSH, LH, E2 and AMH
levels; mean IVF attempt; infertility time; duration of ovarian
stimulation; number of collected oocytes; percentage of mature
(MII) oocytes; fertilization rate; number of two-pronuclear (2PN)
zygotes; percentage of FET; reason for no FET; number of transferred
embryos; implantation rate per FET; percentage of live birth per FET;
number of newborns; weeks of gestation; and birth weight.
Statistical analysis
Cluster Analysis was carried so that groups with similar subjects,
with respect to the study variables, could be defined. The different
clusters were compared by an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), and
when the assumptions of normality or homogeneity of variance
were not observed, by the non-parametric test of Kruskal-Wallis.
Comparisons between groups were based on the Tukey HSD test or
on the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. In the case of categorical
variables, Chi-square or Fisher´s exact test were used. A logistic
regression model was developed taking as response variable the
unsuccessful of the fertility treatment and independent variables age
and BMI in classes. All analysis was carried out in IBM SPSS Statistic
25. Significance was assessed for p<0.05.
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Results
Group A: cluster analysis
The mean age of the studied population was 34.84 (3.46). 2.2%
of women presented low BMI, 64.9% had normal BMI, 24.9% were
overweight and 8% were obese. The reason for fertility treatment
was exclusively female subfertility in 27.5% of the couples and 27.8%
male-only infertility. A total of 17.5% suffered from an idiopathic
unexplained infertility cause. There was no significant difference in
success rates between IVF and ICSI treatments.
A total number of 225 IVF cycles were grouped into clusters
using three sets of variables: i) BMI and age; ii) fertilization rate,
percentage of mature oocytes, percentage of obtained quality
embryos per oocyte; iii) all clinical and biochemical parameters. First,
a hierarchical cluster analysis was performed for each set of variables
to determine the number of clusters to be considered. From the
analysis of the dendrograms, a number of clusters between 3 and 5
seemed to capture the different assemblage groups. Subsequently, for
each set, a k-means cluster analysis was performed, using 3, 4 and 5
centroids. From this approach, it was observed that, when using the
set with the variables BMI and age, the results were very similar to
those obtained with the set using all variables. The clusters obtained
based on the 3 variables that we considered to reflect the success of
the treatment (fertilization rate, percentage of mature oocytes and

percentage of obtained quality embryos per oocyte) did not lead to
groups that distinguished themselves with respect to age and BMI, as
well as to the variables measured in the follicular fluid.
The groups obtained considering two (BMI and age) and five
variables (BMI, age, fertilization rate, percentage of mature oocytes
and percentage of obtained quality embryos per oocyte) led to similar
results regarding serum hormone measurements and treatment
success variables. Therefore, we concluded that the two determining
variables in the definition of clusters were BMI and age. Considering
the importance of these two variables (BMI and age) on cluster
definition, three sets of clusters were considered: patients grouped in
three, four and five clusters. The different cluster arrangements were
compared with respect to the observed biochemical parameters.
We observed that the analysis with three and four clusters
produced nearly/almost identical results in serum measurements,
with a significant difference for FSH using three clusters, and for FSH
and AMH using four clusters. The same differences were observed
using five clusters. Regarding follicular fluid measurements, the
grouping into three or four clusters showed significant differences for
AOPP, TAS and CRP. Due to these findings, we kept four clusters.
In addition, the division into four clusters seems to have a natural
meaning, distinguishing between a) higher and lower BMI and b)
young and older women. Taking into account the classification in

Table 1: Data for each cluster in Group A. Differences between groups are defined with “≠”. [*Mean (standard deviation); ⊥ Median (P25-P75). Body Mass Index (BMI);
Estradiol (E2); Luteinizing Hormone (LH); Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH); Anti-Müllerian Hormone (AMH); Fresh Embryo Transfer (FET); C-Reactive Protein
(CRP); Total Antioxidant Status (TAS); Advanced Oxidation Protein products (AOPPs); Total Hydroperoxides (TH); Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH)].
Cluster 1 (C1) (-/-) Cluster 2 (C2) (-/+) Cluster 3 (C3) (+/-) Cluster 4 (C4) (+/+)

Total

n (%)

65 (28.9)

101 (44.9)

28 (12.4)

31 (13.8)

225

Age (years)*

31.6 (2-0)

37.1 (1.6)

30.8 (2.5)

37.9 (1.4)

34.8 (3.5)

BMI (kg/m2)*

21.5 (1.8)

22.4 (2.2)

28.0 (2.3)

30.4 (3.1)

24.0 (3.9)

7.4 (5.5-8.1)

6.9 (5.7-8.5)
C1≠C2

basal FSH mIU/mL ^ (F(3,173)=3.282, p=0.022)

6.3 (5.4-7.6)

7.6 (6.1-9.7)

6.5 (5.0-7.5)

basal LH mIU/mL ^ (c 3)=4.481, p=0.214)

5.5 (4.1-6.9)

6 (4.3-8.0)

6.2 (4.8-8.0)

4.6 (2.7-7.0)

5.8 (4.1-7.3)

basal E2 mIU/mL ^ (F(3,147)=0.748, p=0.525)

38.4 (27.0-67.0)

50.5 (37.1-76.3)

43.3 (26.7-57.0)

38 (24.0-51.8)

43.3 (30.9-68.6)

basal AMH pmol/L ^ (c2 3)=15.691, p=0.001)

21.5 (9.4-36.2)

13.1 (5.5-24.4)

29 (10.0-51.0)

9.9 (4.5-19.7)

16.9 (6.8-30.6)
C4¹C1;C4¹C3
C2¹C1;C2¹C3

TSH ^ (F(3,101)=0.130, p=0.942)

1.7 (1.4-2.3)

1.6 (1.1-2.5)

1.4 (0.8-2.2)

1.7 (1.0-2.7)

1.7 (1.1-2.3)

TAS mmol/L ^ (F(3,146)=4.023, p=0.009)

1.05 (1.0-1.3)

0.9 (0.8-1.1)

1.1 (0.9-1.3)

1 (0.9-1.3)

2

AOPP ^ µM of chloramine-T equivalent (F(3,189)=3.537,
p=0.016)

232.5 (155.9-302.5) 188.6 (145.4-263.6) 244.4 (197.5-303.6) 208.6 (112.0-260.9)

1.0 (0.9-1.2)
C1¹C2
208.6 (146.1274.8)
C3¹C4

TH µm/g protein ^ (c2 3)=6.981, p=0.073)

0.5 (0.3-0.6)

0.4 (0.3-0.6)

0.4 (0.3-0.4)

0.5 (0.4-0.8)

0.4 (0.3-0.6)

FOX1 µM ^ (F(3,189)=2.182, p=0.092)

30.9 (26.4-39.9)

27.1 (21.8-35.7)

30.3 (25.3-36.2)

32.7 (27.5-40.5)

29.8 (23.8-37.2)

CRP mg/L ^ (c2 3)=31.437, p<0.001)

0.7 (0.3-2.0)

1 (0.2-1.9)

2.5 (1.2-4.4)

3.2 (1.1-7.4)

Retrieved oocytes^ (c2 3)=19.135, p<0.001)

11 (6.3-15.0)

6 (3.0-10.8)

10.5 (6.0-16.8)

7 (3.8-12.3)

80
(60.0-90.0)
75
(50.0-92.0)

80
(60.0-100.0)
67
(50.0-88.5)

80
(70.0-90.0)
63
(36.5-75.0)

80
(60.0-100.0)
58.5
(33.0-96.5)

1.2 (0.3-2.7)
C1¹C3;C1¹C4
C2¹C3;C2¹C4
8 (4-13)
C1¹C4;C1¹C2
C3¹C2
80
(64.0-100.0)
67
(45.3-66.8)

2 (1-5)

2 (1-2.5)

1 (2-2)

2 (0.8-2.3)

2 (1-3)

% of MII oocytes ^ (F(3,214)=0.186, p=0.906)
% fertilization^ (F(3,208)=0.949, p=0.418)
Total number of good quality embryos ^
Cycles with FET

49

80

22

23

174

% of FET

75.4

79.2

78.6

74.2

77.3

% of implantation (per FET) (c2 6)=9.925, p<0.0019)

61.2

38.8

40.9

21.7

43.1
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Table 2: Data for each cluster in Group B. Differences between groups are defined with “≠”. [*Mean (standard deviation); ⊥ Median (P25-P75). Body Mass Index (BMI);
Estradiol (E2); Luteinizing Hormone (LH); Follicle Stimulating Hormone (FSH); Anti-Müllerian Hormone (AMH); Fresh Embryo Transfer (FET)].
Cluster 1 (C1)
Cluster 2 (C2)
Cluster 3 (C3)
Cluster 4 (C4)
Total
(-/-)
(-/+)
(+/-)
(+/+)
n (%)

282 (31.2)

409 (45.2)

111 (12.3)

102 (11.3)

904

Age (years)*

31.5 (2.2)

37.4 (1.5)

30.9 (2.3)

37.4 (1.7)

34.7 (3.5)

BMI (kg/m2)*

21.7 (1.7)

22.5 (2.1)

27.7 (2.0)

30.9 (2.6)

23.8 (3.7)
6.8 (5.5-8.4)
C3¹C2; C4¹C2; C1¹C2
5.0 (4.0-7.0)
C4¹C2; C4¹C3;
C4¹C1
41.0 (25.0-58.8)
C2¹C1
15.2 (5.9-29.9)
C2¹C1; C2¹C3; C4¹C1;
C4¹C3
7.0 (3.0-29.9)
C2¹C3; C2¹C1; C4¹C1;

basal FSH mIU/mL ^ (c 3)=16.5, p=0.001)

6.6 (5.7-7.9)

7.2 (5.8-9.7)

6.4 (5.2-7.5)

6.7 (5.4-7.9)

basal LH mIU/mL ^ (c2 3)=16.5, p=0.001)

5.0 (4.0-7.0)

5.0 (3.0-7.0)

5.0 (4.0-6.0)

4.0 (3.0-5.0)

basal E2 mIU/mL ^ (c2 3)=12.2, p=0.007)

43.0 (31.0-61.0)

40.0 (6.5-59.8)

39.0 (29.0-57.0)

37.0 (27.3-53.8)

basal AMH pmol/L^ (c2 3)=61.5, p<0.001)

21.1 (11.9-35.9)

10.0 (4.2-22.3)

21.0 (9.1-48.6)

13.1 (5.1-29.4)

Retrieved oocytes^ (c2 3)=33.1, p<0.001)

9.0 (5.0-14.0)

6.0 (3.0-10.0)

7.0 (4.0-13.0)

7.0 (3.0-12.3)

80.0 (67.0-93.0) 81.8 (66.7-100.0)

80.0 (67.0-91.0)

79.5 (64.0-97.0)

80.0 (66.7- 100)

% fertilization^ (c 3)=4.3, p=0.231)

60.0 (39.5-81.5)

65.6 (39.6-87.5)

60.0 (33.0-75.8)

59.0 (40.0-79.8)

60.0 (38.0-83.0)

Total number of good

2.0 (1.0-3.0)

2.0 (1.0-2.0)

1.0 (1.0-2.0)

2.0 (0.75-2.0)

2.0 (1.0-2.0)

quality embryos^ (c 3)=4.2, p=0.240)

(0-12)

(0-12)

(0-11)

(0-9)

Cycles with FET

205

281

82

71

639

68.7

73.9

69.6

639/904 = 70.7

2

% of MII oocytes^ (c 3)=1.9, p=0.583)
2

2

2

% of FET

72.7

Implanted embryos % of implantation (per FET) (c2
3)=19.5, p<0.003)

51.2

37

43.9

29.6

266/639 (41.6)

% of delivery (per FET) (c2 3)=26.4, p<0.001)

46.3

26.7

37.8

21.1

217/639 (36.3)

Gestational Weeks * (F(3,210)=1.1, p=0.356)

38.1 (2.0)

38.4 (1.9)

37.6 (2.8)

38.1 (2.0)

38.1 (2.1)

% of unsuccess (no delivery after FET)

110/205 (53.7)

206/281 (73.3)

50/82 (61.0)

56/71 (78.9)

422/639 (66.0)

four clusters, patients are distinguished with the symbols “+” and “-”
corresponding to a higher (+) / lower (-) BMI and to an older (+) or
younger (-) age.
The main characteristics and patient distribution between clusters
of group A sample are presented in Table 1. Concerning serum
variables, a significant difference was found in AMH values between
cluster 4 for clusters 1 and 3 and between cluster 2 for clusters 1 and 3.
As expected, it seems that age is the factor that justifies this difference
in AMH levels, with cluster 4 being the one with the highest value. For
FSH, we also found significant differences between groups. Although
cluster 4 presents a higher FSH level, there is only a significant
difference between cluster 1 and 2. Thus, as in the case of AMH, age
seems to be the differentiating factor. For E2 and LH serum variables,
no significant differences were found between clusters.
Regarding follicular fluid measurements, significant differences
were found for AOPPs, TAS and CRP. For Glutathione, SOD and
TH, no differences were found. For AOPPs a significant difference
was found between cluster 3 and 4. Both clusters include patients with
higher BMI. Thus, once again, age seems to justify the difference. For
TAS, there was a significant difference between cluster 1 and 2. Among
women with low BMI, the youngest present high TAS values. In the
case of CRP, the analysis revealed a significant difference between
cluster 1 to clusters 3 and 4 and between cluster 2 to clusters 3 and
4. Patients from clusters 1 and 2 have lower BMI. Thus, while age is
associated with TAS and AOPS, BMI is associated with follicular fluid
CRP levels.
Concerning IVF outcome, the number of retrieved oocytes is
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

Table 3: Logistic Regression model (BMI - Body Mass Index).
n (%)

Odds Ratio (95% Confidence Interval)

Age (25-29)

61 (9.5)

1

Age (30-34)

227 (35.5)

1.025 (0.579-1.814)

Age (>=35)

351 (54.9)

2.206 (1.259-3.867)

BMI (<=25)

454 (71.0)

1

BMI (25-30)

135 (21.1)

1.088 (0.721-1.641)

BMI (>=30)

50 (7.8)

2.277 (1.069-4.849)

significantly different between cluster 1 to clusters 4 and 2 and between
cluster 3 and 2. Age is apparently responsible for this difference, since
younger women retrieve a greater number of oocytes. However, no
significative difference was found for fertilization rate or number of
good quality embryos.
Group B: Retrospective analysis
To investigate the impact of BMI and age on ART outcome, we
performed a retrospective analysis of 904 cycles from January 2016 to
August 2018. The analysis performed for Group A was replicated for
Group B and patients were divided according to BMI and age, also
forming four clusters.
The majority (45.2%) of patients belongs to cluster 2 (older, low
BMI) (Table 2). As in the analysis of Group A, this cluster presents
higher serum FSH levels (compared to all other clusters) and lower
AMH levels (versus clusters 1 and 3). In contrast, younger patients
with low BMI (cluster 1) present lesser IVF attempts and infertility
time, while presenting the highest rate of elective single embryo
Austin J Reprod Med Infertil 8(1): id1059 (2022) - Page - 04
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transfer (eSET) (data not shown) and implantation rate per transfer,
as well as the highest birth rate per fresh embryo transfer (FET).
These patients also have the highest percentage of no FET due to
indication for freeze all (to prevent hyperstimulation syndrome –
OHSS). In contrast with the first analysis, Group B study revealed
significant differences for LH between cluster 4 and all the other
clusters; and for E2 between cluster 2 and 1. Concerning the number
of retrieved oocytes, patients from cluster 1 present the highest value.
The differences between clusters of the group B sample are described
in Table 2. The percentage of mature oocytes does not appear to be
impacted by BMI and age nor by the fertilization rate and weeks of
gestation.
Implantation and delivery rate, the most important indicators
of ART success, differ between clusters, though not significantly.
Unsuccess, defined by no live birth after FET, as expected, is higher in
cluster 4 and lower in cluster 1.
Logistic regression model the delivery of a newborn after fertility
treatment can be seen as the main outcome which may depend on
age and BMI. Therefore, a logistic regression model (Table 3) was
developed considering as independent variables age and BMI of the
patients grouped into three classes (age: 25-29; 30-34; >=35 and BMI:
<=25; 25-30; >=30). The reference classes for age and BMI were, 2529 years and BMI less or equal to 25kg/m2, respectively.
The logistic model shows that, with respect to age, the risk of an
unsuccessful fertility treatment measured by the odds ratio, increases
with age, being significantly greater (2.2 times) for the older age class
with respect to the younger class. Concerning BMI, the risk increases,
with women in the last class (BMI>=35) presenting an odds ratio
(2.3) significantly greater when compared to the women in the lowest
BMI class.
There is no interaction effect between age and BMI. It should be
noted that most of the women are in the last age class.

Discussion and Conclusion
Although several studies have already demonstrated that BMI and
age have a great impact on female fertility [7,14], most authors looked
for direct correlations between the measured markers and/or IVF
outcome and BMI/age. In our work, we combined data from serum
hormone levels, follicular fluid biomarkers levels, patients’ intrinsic
characteristics and IVF outcome. The data were then analyzed, and
patients naturally grouped into four different clusters that further
presented a natural meaning, distinguishing between normal/higher
BMI and young/older women.
From both analysis (Group A and B) a significant difference was
found for AMH between younger and older patients. As expected,
younger women have higher AMH levels. Nowadays, serum AMH
is consistently used as a biomarker of ovarian reserve [9,15,16],
being considered by the European Society of Human Reproduction
and Embryology (ESHRE) reliable biomarker for the prediction of
ovarian response categories [17]. Moreover, follicular fluid-AMH
(and progesterone) from individual follicles have revealed a potential
use for predetermining subsequent embryonic developmental
competence [13].
Additionally, FSH also significantly differs with age. Although
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FSH is still used to estimate patients’ response to gonadotrophin
stimulation, it is currently falling into disuse. These biomarker is
currently considered by ESHRE not sufficiently reliable to predict
ovarian response [17]. In the analysis of Group A, and concerning
serum hormone levels, no significant differences between clusters
were found for E2 nor LH. However, with a larger sample (Group
B), significant differences were found for the two variables. LH
presents lower values in the older and heavier patients, which attend
progressive age-associated decrease and obesity-related disturbances
in serum gonadotropins levels [18,19]. Previous studies have shown
that serum E2 concentrations are directly associated with BMI [20].
Although in both groups the number of retrieved oocytes was higher
in younger patients, it did not reflect on fertilization rates or number
of good quality embryos. However, our data show a higher number of
good quality embryos obtained from younger patients with low BMI
and, more importantly, a higher implantation and delivery rate.
Regarding the performed follicular fluid measurements, we
selected markers that may reflect the oxidative and inflammatory status
of intra follicular microenvironment. A disruption of the oxidative
homeostasis may result in oxidative stress, which has already been
described to interfere with female fertility and reproduction, mainly by
affecting ovarian folliculogenesis, steroidogenesis, oocyte maturation,
ovulation and luteolysis and, consequently, embryo development
and reproductive success [21]. No significant differences between
clusters were found for Glutathione, SOD and TH. In contrast,
younger patients present higher AOPPs and TAS concentrations in
FF. Also in blood plasma, elevated antioxidant status was suggested
to favour IVF/ICSI followed pregnancy [22]. However, the effect of
antioxidants on female fertility is still not clear and no reliable main
effect has been detected so far. Nevertheless, AOPPs were already
suggested as a potential biomarker to predict oocyte quality and
outcome of IVF in infertile women with endometriosis [23].
Inflammation is a well-known and common thread in
cardiovascular disease, arthritis and immune disorders, and new
evidence also points as a factor in infertility [24,25]. If inflammation
is chronic, it may disturb reproductive physiology, leading to
fertility problems. In fact, many fertility problems are linked to
inflammatory processes and immune system imbalance [25]. It can
affect ovulation and hormone production as well as being associated
with endometriosis [26,27]. We found that BMI is directly associated
with follicular fluid CRP levels. This observation is in line with
previous studies, that showed that CRP in FF raises with increasing
BMI [28]. Serum CRP levels also appear to negatively affect embryo
quality [29]. Several studies have already reported the detrimental
consequences of obesity on female fertility. It has been associated with
deregulated menstrual cycle [30,31], increased infertility time [32],
lower oocyte quality [27], increased risk of miscarriage [33,34] and
gestational diabetes [35]. However, there is no conclusive evidence
that modifiable factors such as BMI, have a negative effect on ART
outcome, suggesting that the effect of obesity on oocyte quality and
fertility outcome is complex and multifactorial.
In our work we further performed a retrospective analysis, with
a larger group of patients, to investigate the clinical relevance of our
findings. In this approach, we confirmed the negative impact of high
BMI and advanced age on fertility but, unlike other studies, we did not
correlate age or BMI directly with IVF outcome. Instead, we suggest
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that different combinations of age and BMI intervals differently
affect IVF outcome and should be carefully evaluated. Moreover,
the logistic model revealed that the unsuccess risk (defined by failure
to achieve pregnancy after fresh embryo transfer) is 2.2 higher in
women after 35 years old compared to the youngest class (25-29 years
old). Similarly, obese women present a 2.3 higher risk of unsuccess
compared with women with normal BMI. As no interaction effect
was found between BMI and age, the effects are cumulative. In fact,
the weight loss in overweight and obese women may improve fertility
and sometimes be sufficient to restore fertility and get pregnant
spontaneously [36,37]. Thus, despite age cannot be changed, there are
modifiable factors such as BMI that have a great impact in fertility.
ART professionals should strongly recommend weight loss
in overweight and obese patients before including them in ART
programs, in order to optimize the results. This study also highlights
the important role of nutritional counselling when caring for
overweight patients who plan to conceive [37]. More detailed studies
should be performed to understand which factors may be affected by
age and BMI that could justify the impact on female fertility, in order
to help physicians to plan the most appropriate stimulation protocols
and develop better treatments for infertile women.
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